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The happier lot came with the War of the Spanish Succession,
in which there arose a cycle of ballads, of Austrian formation, about
the heroic figure of Prince Eugene. Such poems were primarily of
military inspiration. Soldiers have cultivated and propagated the
Volkslied' throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but
in moments of crisis the soldiers have been the effective 'people'.
The principal wars covered have been the Seven Years' War, the
Napoleonic, and the Franco-Prussian of 1870. Some of those
dictated by the WTar of Liberation are exceptionally fine, especially
Ferdinand August's
With man and horse and waggon,
so has our God them stricken!
Others, like Father Blucher, are humorous, though intense. In that
period the line between written and oral verse is hard to trace,
since many poems of literary style, but popular passion, gained
universal currency. The German Rhine, The Watch on the Rhine,
and Deutschland uber Alles are cases in point. There are Austrian
barrack-room ballads of real merit, such as The Tenth Jagers and
By Serajevo on the Hill, and the transfer of ballads from one setting
to another is a frequent phenomenon. The pieces indicate a general
situation or emotion. A soldier's last words are topical both at
Custozza and Sedan, though the latter battle imposes itself *a
fortiori'. These are conscripts' ballads. In the eighteenth century
soldiers were impressed rather than conscripted, and there was an
evil traffic in cannon-fodder among the lesser German princes.
The fears and hates engendered by this practice find outlet in
O Strassburg, In Strasshirg on the Rampart, and The pitiless
Captain. That manner has passed. The conscript ballads of the
Austrian armies exist not only in German, but also in Magyar and
Czech, and to some extent in Rumanian, since all these different
nationalities were subjected to the same discipline in the same
camps. They account for a remarkable uniformity in this section
of the modern balladries circumjacent to Austria.
A small group of ballads is based on the medieval German
national epos. For the 'younger' Hildebrand (Erk-Bohme 21, 22)
an older model might be claimed. The epic fragment of the same
name dates from the ninth century. Between ballad and epos there
are no verbal resemblances of note, and the younger poem is
altered in a fundamental way, a way first found in the lost saga of

